Red Bull base jumpers leap off Conrad Hotel in Miami for Leap Day stunt

Miami is one of four cities where jumps will take place

Every four years, citizens around the world are granted one extra day in the calendar year – February 29.

To celebrate Leap Year 2012, the 11-person elite aerial sports team known as the Red Bull Air Force (www.redbullairforce.com) will attempt four base jumps in five different cities on the same day.

The Red Bull Air Force is a team assembled from the most accomplished and experienced skydivers, BASE jumpers, wingsuit flyers, and paraglider pilots on the planet. With gold medals in virtually every discipline and numerous world records to their credit, the team members combine for over 100,000 skydives and 6,000 BASE jumps.

As close to 11 a.m. as possible, a Red Bull team member will jump from the Conrad Miami Hotel (1395 Brickell Ave.) at Espirito Santo Plaza – a height of 460 feet. The jumper will be aiming for 14th Street just below in a secured landing area.

Other locations include the General Motors Headquarters at the Renaissance Center in Detroit (571 feet), The Foundation Room at Mandalay Bay Hotel & Casino Las Vegas, NV (480 feet), and the Borgata Hotel, Casino & Spa in Atlantic City, NJ (400 feet).

Follow @RedBullAir / @RedBullMA / #RBleapyear for live updates on Twitter.